NEWSLETTER
End of December, 2020
CALENDAR
December 21 – January 4 School closed
January 4 – 8 Virtual classes Teachers will be in touch with their classes
January 11 School reopens
Thank you, families for your support and cooperation in making in person classes
a reality! Happy Holidays to all!

This month’s article comes from the NAEYC Blog 07/17/2020

Families, Lay Your Burdens Down: Supporting Your Children

Maya Angelou’s poem, “Woman Work,” begins with “I’ve got children to
tend” and then goes on to detail all the things she has to do to take care of
the children and the household, including picking cotton. The poem reminds
us that parents’, families’, and caregivers’ jobs are never done, and for
many, these jobs are invisible and unappreciated. As families and children
adapt to the ever-changing context of the COVID-19 pandemic, families
must remember to allow the rain to, in Angelou’s words, “cool their brows.”
This means that parents and caregivers must take time to take a deep breath
because the work of caring for, supporting, teaching, and healing children is
never done.
Our most effective way of supporting children is through taking care of
ourselves. We know that the early years set the foundation for children’s
development and learning, but we also know that children are resilient.
Countless studies and stories remind us that children thrive in an

environment where their basic needs are met within a home environment
that is sensitive, nurturing, and enriching. This is best done when parents and
caregivers are not highly stressed and all stress is not equal. Not being
stressed or anxious is hard to do during this pandemic when many around
you may be sick, you are sick or fear being sick, you have lost a loved one,
are unemployed or fear being unemployed; or if you worry about having
enough food or a place to live.
While I encourage families to lean into their role as a teacher, parent,
caregiver, therapist and spiritual guide, and in many instances short-order
cook, seamstress, and laundress, being a “superwoman” should not be the
goal. To support their child, parents should also lean into their social
network and community, including their child care provider, teacher, and
neighbor. Social distancing should not mean we distance ourselves from our
supports but means we should find other ways to share our burdens.
At the end of the poem, Maya Angelou reminds us to take a moment to
breathe and appreciate nature, since that is usually free and available and
you can call it your own. To support our children, families and parents must
rest and get their strength and remember that they are not in this alone even
if it feels that way at times. Look around as your support may be right next
door or even above you.
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